We provide examples of some approximately inner, commutative »-derivations which are generators on the gauge-invariant CAR algebra but which have no closed densely-defined extensions to the CAR. Necessary conditions are given for a class of generators on the GICAR algebra to extend to closed »-derivations on the CAR.
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2. Preliminaries and notation. We recall some facts needed from [1] and [2] about the GICAR algebra and introduce some notation. Let B be the 2 x 2 matrix algebra over C with matrix units ( e,y: 1 < i, j < 2} satisfying the identities (i) e¡,en = 8jreis, and (ii) exx + e22 = 1. For ¿eN, let Bk be a copy of B with corresponding matrix units {ejj}. Denote the 2" X 2" matrix algebra ®"k^xBk by 9i", with matrix units consisting of the tensors e}j ® • • • ® e"j. Then we have the inclusions 91 x ç. 912 ç • ■ ■ and the uniform closure of their union, 91 = <S>*>xBk, is a UHF algebra of Glimm type 2°°, the CAR algebra (cf. [10] ).
For 6 e T let ue e B be the unitary exp(i$/2)exx + exp(-z0/2)e22, and let Ug be the corresponding elements of the Bk. Then the mapping 6 *-» ae = ® fc>1 Ad(u£) is a strongly continuous representation of T as product automorphisms on 91 (the gauge group of automorphisms). A straightforward argument shows that (1) ae = s-limAd(Vn (6)) n-*oo on 91, where K(e)=n(eie/2etx + e-^e>2).
Zc = l
We denote by 91° the AF C*-subalgebra of elements fixed by the gauge group (called the GICAR algebra). 91° = Un>19i°, where 91° = 9Í" n 91°. 91°, is generated by elements of the form e* and e* ® ej,, for 1 < i,j < 2,1 < k, I < n: in particular, a ". An easy observation shows that the following identities hold for zieN: (2) E0"+1 = E¿en22+\ Er1 = Enken¿x + E"k_xe"xx+\ I^k^n, pn+l pn.n+1 Z'n + l Cjntll ■ Given any set of operators 33 (in 91 or 91°), we define W (respectively, 99c°), the relative commutant of 39 in 91 (respectively, in 91°), by 33c= {xe%:xb = bx, allée 33) (respectively, 93c° = {x e 91°: xb = bx, all b e 33}). Finally, we introduce the class of infinitesimal generators to be studied here. Let y be the set of all sequences ( hn: n e N} of selfadjoint elements hn g 9t° such that for all zieN, hn+x -hn g (9t°)c°. Then it follows easily that the sequence (hn) consists of a mutually commuting family of self adjoint elements (note that hm -hn 6 (2l°)c°, m 2s n) and the same observation shows that for fixed z¡eN, and any x g 9Í° ( 3) elrt-(*,,)e-"*-= ei<h"ei,(h'"-h"){xn)e-i'(h'"-h'<)e-"h» = ei,h"(xn)e-i,h» formen.
For arbitrary x g 9i° and e > 0, choose n sufficiently large so that ||x -xn\\ < e/2 for some xn g 91°. Then f or/z > <¡r > zz we have, by (3), ||e'''^(x)e-'''^-é>/",«(*)e~'",«|| <!*"*/•(* -xje-'''*"!! + ||c,''*'(jeB)e-,''*i' -e"*»(xn)c-"*»| + \\ei'h"(x -xn)e-"h"\\ < e/2 + 0 + e/2 = e, so that the sequence {ei,h'(x)e~i'hK p g N) is Cauchy, all x e 9t°. Using this and other similar approximation arguments we have Lemma 2.1. Let (hn) g y be a sequence defined as above. Then the limit ß,{x) = lim eith»{x)e-uh" n-»oo exists for all t G R, x G 91°. The set {/?,: re R} is a strongly continuous group of *-automorphisms o/9i°.
For a fixed sequence A = (h") g y, let {/?/*: íeR) be the corresponding one-parameter group of »-automorphisms of 9t°, and 8A the corresponding infinitesimal generator. In Theorem 4.1 (see also the Remark following Corollary 2.3) we shall show that some derivations 8^ fail to extend to generators on the CAR. Roughly speaking, the reason that 8A may not lift is that, whereas the operators exp(z'i[/z" -hm]) tend to commute with finite tensors in 91° for large zz, m, the same may not hold for finite tensors in 91. As a preliminary we examine the structure of the sequence (h"). Proof. Since (hn+x -hn) g 9l°+1 (hence in 9I"+1), we may write (hn+x -h") = Zls,xxrse"rs+l, where xrs g 9í", r, s = 1, 2. Moreover, (An+1 -hn) e (9I°)C° (hence in'(9í°)c) by hypothesis; but clearly «£+1 g (9í°)c, so it follows directly that for each r, s, xrs g (9I°)C n 91". By [1, Lemma 3.7] , (9l°)c n 9In ="^(91°), so that each xrs is a linear combination of the Eg, 0 < k < n. In particular, xrs g 91°, but then ae(xrs) = xrs, all f? g T, and therefore 2 hn+i-hn = ^f2\e(hn+x-hn)d0 = ^ £ xrsj2\e(e"rr)dd = ¿ E x.pe-t'-Ve?* dO = xxxe"xr + x22e2«2+1.
r,j = l 0
Finally, the selfadjointness of A"+1 -hn implies the same for the Xjj, so the x¡¡ are real linear combinations of the projections Eg, and the result now follows immediately. Proof. If 8A = 6>, then ßf and ßf coincide on 91°, all t g R, « g N. Let x g 91°. Then, by (3), eHh"(x)e-ith" = eith'" (x)e-"h" or e-"h'»(ei,h") G (9t°)c°, all r e R.
Taking (d/dt)\l=0 then gives A" -A; g (9i°)c°. On the other hand, if hn -h'n ĝ (9Í°), then clearly Ad(e"Ä") = AdíV'*;) on 21°. Hence ßf agrees with ßf on 91°, all n g N, and, by continuity, ßf = ßf, hence 8¿ = 8A,. Proof. We construct (h") inductively. Since 91° = â°(9I°), we may apply the lemma to assume hx = 0. Suppose {hk: 1 < k < n] have been chosen to satisfy (i), (ii), and also hk -h'k G ^(^°k). Using (4) and the assumption h" -h'" g J"(9t°), we may assume there are £", -q" g R (0 < / < zz) such that « *;+i -*. -(*'»+i -A'J +(*; -*n) = E £z"({;"eîi+1 + l7^+1)-
/=o
Choose a"+i = a;+1 -
(note that hn+x -h'n+x g^(91°+1)). Then using (2) a straightforward calculation shows A"+1 -A" satisfies (ii) of the corollary, where y" = £," -t\"+x, for 0 ^ / < « -1, and yg = è^-i -Vn = YÛ-v Hence the induction step holds.
To prove uniqueness suppose A, A" satisfy properties (i) and (ii) above and let zz > 1 be the first index such that A" * h"n. Then note that A" -A'"' <£ (9t°)c°, so 8A ¥= 84" by the lemma. Suppose A = (A") g y0, 8A is the associated derivation on 91°, and {ßf. t g R} is the one-parameter group of automorphisms of 91° generated by 8A. It follows easily from Corollary 2.3 that for each zz g N, A" Mes in the maximal abelian subalgebra of 91 " generated by the diagonal elements ej¡, 1 < k < n, i = 1,2. Hence, for t g R, (5) ßf(e^) = hm exp(z?AJg*exp(-i/Aj = lime* = e*, so that ßf fixes the m.a.s.a. of 91° generated by the diagonal elements. Now suppose that (A") is a sequence of real numbers, with Xx = 0, and A' = (h'n) is a new sequence of operators defined by setting A'" = h" + ££=i Víi-Observe that (A') g y0-note and An+i "n ~ A"+1 A" + A"+1e"1
We show that the generator 8A. on 91° has an extension to a generator on 91 if and only if the same holds for 8A. For suppose 8A has a generator extension to 91, and let {/?,: t g R} be the corresponding one-parameter group on 91. Then it is clear that ßt\ o = ßf' so mat> m particular, ßt(eu) = eîï> A g N. Define another group (pr: t e R} of automorphisms on 91 by setting, for x g 91,
It is straightforward to show that this limit converges, and {pr} is a group of product automorphisms on 9Í, where
Furthermore, we have
P,(A(*))> so p, ° ßs = ßs ° p" s, t e R, from which it follows that the set {/?/ = p, ° ßt: t g R} is itself a one-parameter group of automorphisms of 91. Finally, for x g 91°, we note
Hence {$/} is a one-parameter group on 91 having a generator which extends 8A,.
The argument in the reverse direction is identical. Thus we have proved Lemma 2.4. Let A, A' g y0 be two sequences such that h'" = h" + 'Lk=x Víi for some sequence (A") of real numbers. Then 8A on 91° Aas a generator extension to 9Í z/ azzri on/y z/ô^ has one also. where £" = y" -y"", 0 < / < n, so that ;!' satisfies (i') and (ii') above. Using the preceding lemma and some technical results below, we shall be able in Theorem 4.1 and its corollary to determine a necessary condition for a generator 8A (A g y0) to extend to a closed »-derivation on 9Í. Denote the coefficient on e\2e" by c,(t).Then
where the last equahty follows from elementary spectral theory, using the fact that the en are mutually orthogonal projections. Using the condition of the lemma one sees that for fixed t, sufficiently large n, and all / g J, c¡(t) can be made arbitrarily close to 1, so that Ad(exp(zY[Am+1 -hn]))(e\2) converges uniformly to e\2, for n, m large. From (6) it now follows immediately that (Ad(exp(zYA"))(e}2)) is a uniformly convergent sequence. A similar argument shows that for any k g N, the sequence (Ad(exp(zYAn))(eí:2): n g N} converges uniformly: taking adjoints, the same holds for e2X. In addition, Ad(exp(zYA"))(e*) = e£, since A" and ek he in the m.a.s.a. of 91 generated by the diagonal elements. Hence, {Ad(exp(z'z*An))(e* )} is uniformly convergent for all matrix units e*. One then easily extends these results to polynomials in the matrix units e¡¡, whence a straightforward approximation argument shows that (exp(zYA") • x ■ exp(-zYA")} is norm convergent for all x g 91, t g R. Therefore, the automorphism group {/?,: t g R) extends to 91, so that 8A has a generator extension to 9Í as asserted.
3. A necessary condition for extendability. In this section we show that Condition C is necessary for a generator 8A on 91° (A e y^) to have a generator extension to 91. The following lemma is the main tool used to obtain this result. First we introduce some notation required for the lemma. 
•exp zY £ F/n+1-%m -(e.V1 ■ ef2+1).
Proof. Part (i) has already been obtained in (5).
To prove (ii) we begin by noting that since e2xlex2+l g 91° +1, a calculation similar to ( 
AWa)-Le\2ef2h---e»Jxr(t)), JeJ' xr(t) g (9Í")C, J' is the set of (n -l)-tuples (i2,...,i"), with all iT either 1 or 2. Using [5] again, let <bn, n g N, be the conditional expectation of the trace t from 91 onto 91 ". Then^{
where c7(i) = r(x,(t)). Using the strong continuity of {ß,}, it follows that for 0 < e < 1 and for a fixed interval [-s, sjçR, there exists zz sufficiently large so that ll*,(A(«Í2))-A(eÍa)ll<«A allí g [-*,*]. This estabhshes the first two parts of the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let A g y^,, and let 8A generate the one-parameter group {ß,: t g R} on 91°. Suppose {ß,} extends to a one-parameter group [ß,\ t G R} of automorphisms on 91. Then for e > 0 and positive jeR there exists n e N and constants cf(t) (I g J' the set of(n -X)-tuples (i2, ...,i")) such that: Proof. Only (iii) remains to be shown. Multiplying the expression in (ii) by P we have e 2> ß,{e\i)P-E ^¡eh--e'g,cl{t)P i&j1 = \ßt{Ai)P -Cj(t)e\2P\.
This completes the argument. Finally, we may combine our results to provide a necessary condition for a generator 8A (A g y^,) on 91 ° to extend to a generator on 91. Lemma 3.3. Let A = (hk) g y^, 8A and ßt, t g R, be as in Lemma 3.1. Suppose 8A
has an extension to a generator 8A on 91 (equivalently, {ßt: t g R} extends to a group of automorphisms {/?,} o/91). Then Condition C o/ §2 must hold.
Proof. For a fixed positive integer k > 2, choose e such that 0 < e < (|exp(i/2*) -l|)/2, and choose zz sufficiently large so that conditions (i)-(iii) of Lemma 3.2 hold with s = I. Choose any finite strictly increasing set {/■: I <j^q} of positive integers with n < /,, and let m be any integer greater than / + 1. Finally, let r be an integer, 0 < r < /,, and consider any projection P of the form P = e'2'2 '"' e>i1hie22 '" e22. But this last inequality imphes that Condition C must hold (since k may be chosen arbitrarily), and this completes the proof of the lemma.
4. Existence of nonextendable derivations to the CAR algebra. We may now combine the results of the previous section to obtain necessary conditions for 8A, /|Gy0, to extend to a generator on 91. Using some of the results in [3] on derivations commuting with compact abelian group actions, we may apply our results to show (Corollary 4.1) that there exist generators on 91° admitting no extensions to closed »-derivations on 91. (9))(x)] = Ad(Vn(6))(8x).
Recall from (1) that ae(x) = hmAd(Vn(e))(x) (respectively, ae(8x) = hm Ad(Vn(6))(8x) = limrj[Ad(F"(0))(;c)]). n n '
Thus ae(x) g D (8) , by the closedness of 8, and 8(ae(x)) = ae(8x). But 8 also enjoys the property that its restriction 8A to the invariant subalgebra 91° is a generator, and therefore [3, Theorem 3.1] 8 is itself a generator on 91, contrary to hypothesis. This contradiction yields the result. Remark (Condition C and uniform convergence of ( A'") g y^,). Suppose A' = ( A'") is a sequence in y^ (as in Definition 2.1) such that (A'":zzGN}isa uniformly convergent sequence of operators. Then it is straightforward to show that 8A extends to a generator 8' on 91 with one-parameter group {/}/} given by A' = limAd(exp(zYA'J).
Thus, by Lemma 3.3, Condition C must hold. In fact, one sees that Condition C holds also. This may be shown directly as follows. Using Definition 2.1 (ii') we have (for m > n) (14) 0 = lim||A'm+1 -A'JI = hm where r = #{j: ij = 1,1 <y « ¡t}, and, with n ^ lx < ■ ■ ■ < lq < m, {If. 1 <y < q) is the set of indices / such that z'/+1 = 1. But then combining this last result with (14) obviously imphes Condition C.
On the other hand, we have been unable to determine whether Condition C imphes uniform convergence of the sequence (A'") g y^ (or even whether Condition C is a necessary condition for the extendability of a derivation 8A (A g y^) to 91).
